Lazy Coconut Tree
(John E. Edwards and Douglas Coombs, 1980)

INTRO:  G  D  A7  D  ( x2 )

D          G  A7  D
Some folk like to go fishing, far across the bay,
G          A7  D
But I would rather be dreaming, on the beach all day.

G          D
CHORUS:   Like the lazy co–co–co–coconut,
A7          D
Co–co–co–coconut tree.
G          D
Like the lazy co–co–co–coconut,
A7    D    D
Co–co–co–coconut tree.

D          G  A7  D
Some folk work in the jungle, till the day is done,
G          A7  D
But I can keep myself busy, dozing in the sun.

CHORUS:

D          G  A7  D
I could be a rich merchant, in some fine bazaar,
G          A7  D
But I would rather be happy, nodding to a star.

G          D
CHORUS:   Like the lazy co–co–co–coconut,
A7          D
Co–co–co–coconut tree.
G          D
Like the lazy co–co–co–coconut,
A7          D
Co–co–co–coconut tree.

G          D
Like the lazy co–co–co–coconut,
A7          D
Co–co–co–coconut tree.
G          D
Like the lazy co–co–co–coconut,
A7          D
Co–co–co–coconut tree.  (cha cha cha)